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As an advanced cutting tool, the indexable cutting tool has been widely used in 
cutting process because of its high hardness, high durability, fast replacement, long 
life and low cost.With the development of modern cutting technology, indexable 
cutting tools continue to make innovations in materials and shape. A very important 
innovation part reflected in the shape, chip breaker groove, cutting edge of indexable 
insert. The shape features of indexable insert become more complex. Currently, 
national government attaches much attentions to the development of advanced tools, 
especially the key technologies like periphery gringding machine, special grinding 
software of the  indexable insert with surface features monopolized by foreign country. 
Based on the presented background above, focus on the establishment of 
mathematical models, the development of periphery gringding software and actual 
grinding technology of indexable insert with surface features, the thesis launched 
research from the following aspects: 
1. Re-establishing the mathematical model of arc transition surfaces and wiper of 
the indexable inserts based on the characteristics of periphery gringding of indexable 
insert with complex surface features, the model has a strong compatibility of 
indexable insert with complex features, satisfied the requirements of most indexable 
inserts with complex characteristic surface. 
2. Combined with the mathematical model of indexable insert, designed software 
(indexable insert profile edge grinding software of characteristic surface) can be used 
to the machining program generating of indexable insert. For the convenience of 
editing periphery gringding program of indexable insert with characteristic surface, 
treat linear edge, arc transition edge, wiper and chamfer transition edge as modules in 
the software, improving the flexibility of software. 
3. Against the shape characteristics of indexable insert with slot-type chip 
breaker, using the tailstock clamp with thimble make the insert fixture. The impact of 
such blades due to rotation when fixing was investigated in this research. 
4. Against the unqualified circular contour of indexable inserts when grinding, a 
technology of circular contour compensation was presented. The quality of periphery 
gringding arc transition edge of indexable insert was improved obviously by 
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